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also had its Enlightenment, which for a brief time opened up the
possibility of a tolerant society, despite a history of sectarian conflict.
Empires of Ideas - William C. Kirby 2022-07-05
The United States is the global leader in higher education, but this was
not always the case and may not remain so. William Kirby examines
sources of—and threats to—US higher education supremacy and charts
the rise of Chinese competitors. Yet Chinese institutions also face
problems, including a state that challenges the commitment to free
inquiry.
Enemies of the Enlightenment - Darrin M. McMahon 2001
"Drawing on a wide range of primary sources, Darrin M. McMahon
shows that well before the French Revolution, enemies of the
Enlightenment were warning that the secular thrust of modern
philosophy would give way to horrors of an unprecedented kind.
Greeting 1789, in turn, as the realization of their worst fears, they fought
the Revolution from its onset, profoundly affecting its subsequent course.
The radicalization - and violence - of the Revolution was as much the
product of militant resistance as any inherent logic."--BOOK JACKET.
Atlantic History - Bernard Bailyn 2005-03-31
Explores the origins of Atlantic history, its rapid development, and its
impact on historical study in a collection of essays that brings together
elements of European, American, and African history and outlines key
themes that have emerged in its study.
Making Toleration - Scott Sowerby 2013-03-01
Though James II is often depicted as a Catholic despot who imposed his
faith, Scott Sowerby reveals a king ahead of his time who pressed for
religious toleration at the expense of his throne. The Glorious Revolution
was in fact a conservative counter-revolution against the movement for
enlightened reform that James himself encouraged and sustained.
The Literary Underground of the Old Regime - Robert Darnton 1982
Robert Darnton introduces us to the shadowy world of pirate publishers,
garret scribblers, under-the-cloak book peddlers, smugglers, and police
spies that composed the literary underground of the Enlightenment. By
drawing on an ingenious selection of previously hidden sources, he
reveals for the first time the fascinating story of this eighteenth-century
counterculture that has virtually disappeared from history.
Between History and Literature - Lionel Gossman 1990
In our world of sophisticated literary theory and cliometrics, the gap
between literature and history, between literary scholars and historians,
has at times seemed to be widening. Drawing on essays written over the
course of a distinguished teaching career, Lionel Gossman illuminates
the many facets of the problematic relationship between history and
literature and shows how each discipline both challenges and
undermines the other's absolutist pretensions. In his first chapters
Gossman underlines the historicity of the very category of literature and
explores the political and social implications of the notions we have of it.
Literature emerges as something whose meaning and content are not as
self-evident as we think; instead, what is designated by the term
literature is defined by a larger cultural structure that is constantly
changing. Gossman then turns to the interweaving of history and
literature in historical writing itself, showing how literary narratives,
philosophy, and politics are inextricably bound up in the texts of two
major Romantic historians, Augustin Thierry and Jules Michelet. Seeing
ourselves in relation to our Romantic predecessors--set out
sympathetically and fully here by Gossman--should cause us to reflect on
the current disjunction between literature and history and to try to
imagine new ways in which one practice may assist and enrich the other.
The final chapters deal directly with the question of the relationship
between history and literature, both historically and as a contemporary
problem. The last essay in particular addresses the twin issues of the
place of narrative in historiography and the alleged incommensurability
of historical narratives. Gossman's detailed inquiries into the work of the

The French Revolution - Ian Davidson 2016-08-25
The fall of the Bastille on July 14, 1789 has become the commemorative
symbol of the French Revolution. But this violent and random act was
unrepresentative of the real work of the early revolution, which was
taking place ten miles west of Paris, in Versailles. There, the nobles,
clergy and commoners of France had just declared themselves a
republic, toppling a rotten system of aristocratic privilege and altering
the course of history forever. The Revolution was led not by angry mobs,
but by the best and brightest of France's growing bourgeoisie: young,
educated, ambitious. Their aim was not to destroy, but to build a better
state. In just three months they drew up a Declaration of the Rights of
Man, which was to become the archetype of all subsequent Declarations
worldwide, and they instituted a system of locally elected administration
for France which still survives today. They were determined to create an
entirely new system of government, based on rights, equality and the
rule of law. In the first three years of the Revolution they went a long
way toward doing so. Then came Robespierre, the Terror and
unspeakable acts of barbarism. In a clear, dispassionate and fast-moving
narrative, Ian Davidson shows how and why the Revolutionaries, in just
five years, spiralled from the best of the Enlightenment to tyranny and
the Terror. The book reminds us that the Revolution was both an
inspiration of the finest principles of a new democracy and an awful
warning of what can happen when idealism goes wrong.
Economic Sentiments - Emma Rothschild 2013-02-04
A benchmark in the history of economics and of political ideas,
Rothschild shows us the origins of laissez-faire economic thought and its
relation to political conseratism in an unquiet world.
The Contentious French - Charles Tilly 1989-01-01
In a dazzling new interpretation of four hundred years of modern French
history, Charles Tilly focuses not on kings and courtiers but on the
common people of village and farm buffeted by the inexorable advance of
large-scale capitalism and the consolidation of a powerful nation-state.
Tilly, author of The Vendée and many other books, chooses the
contention of the masses as his medium in painting this vivid picture of
the people's growing ability and willingness to fight injustice, challenge
exploitation, and claim their own place in the hierarchy of power.
Contention is not necessarily disorder. The more we look at contention,
says Tilly, the more we discover order created by the rooting of collective
action in everyday social life through a continuous process of signaling,
negotiation, and struggle. In seventeenth-century France, ordinary
people did not know how to demonstrate, rally, or strike, but they had
standard procedures for expelling a tax collector, undermining a corrupt
official, and shaming moral offenders. By the end of the eighteenth
century, French people were experimenting with delegations, public
meetings, and popular justice. Through the nineteenth century, with the
growth of an industrial proletariat, they developed an extensive
repertoire of strikes, demonstrations, and direct attacks on landlords and
capitalists, as well as conflicts setting worker against worker. In the
twentieth century, scenarios of protest expanded to even larger-scale
forms such as mass meetings, electoral campaigns, and broad-based
social movements. Rather than arguing these developments in the
abstract, The Contentious French provides lively descriptions of real
events, with pauses to make sense of their patterns. The result is a view
of politics with the common struggle for power at its core and the
changing structure of power as its envelope. The Contentious French is
bound to be controversial, and therefore required reading for specialists
in European history, social movements, and collective action. Its fresh
approach will also appeal to students and general readers.
The Irish Enlightenment - Michael Brown 2016-05-02
Scotland and England produced well-known intellectuals during the
Enlightenment, but Ireland’s contribution to this revolution in Western
thought has received less attention. Michael Brown shows that Ireland
france-in-the-enlightenment-harvard-historical-studies
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Romantic historians and his thoughtful reflections on his own
assumptions and practices as a scholar exemplify the highest ideals of
humanistic scholarship. This eloquent and erudite work challenges us to
rethink our notions about literature and history while enriching our
understanding of both disciplines.
Born in Blackness: Africa, Africans, and the Making of the Modern
World, 1471 to the Second World War - Howard W. French 2021-10-12
Revealing the central yet intentionally obliterated role of Africa in the
creation of modernity, Born in Blackness vitally reframes our
understanding of world history. Traditional accounts of the making of the
modern world afford a place of primacy to European history. Some credit
the fifteenth-century Age of Discovery and the maritime connection it
established between West and East; others the accidental unearthing of
the “New World.” Still others point to the development of the scientific
method, or the spread of Judeo-Christian beliefs; and so on, ad infinitum.
The history of Africa, by contrast, has long been relegated to the remote
outskirts of our global story. What if, instead, we put Africa and Africans
at the very center of our thinking about the origins of modernity? In a
sweeping narrative spanning more than six centuries, Howard W. French
does just that, for Born in Blackness vitally reframes the story of
medieval and emerging Africa, demonstrating how the economic
ascendancy of Europe, the anchoring of democracy in the West, and the
fulfillment of so-called Enlightenment ideals all grew out of Europe’s
dehumanizing engagement with the “dark” continent. In fact, French
reveals, the first impetus for the Age of Discovery was not—as we are so
often told, even today—Europe’s yearning for ties with Asia, but rather
its centuries-old desire to forge a trade in gold with legendarily rich
Black societies sequestered away in the heart of West Africa. Creating a
historical narrative that begins with the commencement of commercial
relations between Portugal and Africa in the fifteenth century and ends
with the onset of World War II, Born in Blackness interweaves precise
historical detail with poignant, personal reportage. In so doing, it
dramatically retrieves the lives of major African historical figures, from
the unimaginably rich medieval emperors who traded with the Near East
and beyond, to the Kongo sovereigns who heroically battled seventeenthcentury European powers, to the ex-slaves who liberated Haitians from
bondage and profoundly altered the course of American history. While
French cogently demonstrates the centrality of Africa to the rise of the
modern world, Born in Blackness becomes, at the same time, a far more
significant narrative, one that reveals a long-concealed history of
trivialization and, more often, elision in depictions of African history
throughout the last five hundred years. As French shows, the
achievements of sovereign African nations and their now-far-flung
peoples have time and again been etiolated and deliberately erased from
modern history. As the West ascended, their stories—siloed and
piecemeal—were swept into secluded corners, thus setting the stage for
the hagiographic “rise of the West” theories that have endured to this
day. “Capacious and compelling” (Laurent Dubois), Born in Blackness is
epic history on the grand scale. In the lofty tradition of bold, revisionist
narratives, it reframes the story of gold and tobacco, sugar and
cotton—and of the greatest “commodity” of them all, the twelve million
people who were brought in chains from Africa to the “New World,”
whose reclaimed lives shed a harsh light on our present world.
Censors at Work: How States Shaped Literature - Robert Darnton
2014-09-22
“Splendid. . . . [Darnton gives] us vivid, hard-won detail, illuminating
narrative, and subtle, original insight.”—Timothy Garton Ash, New York
Review of Books With his uncanny ability to spark life in the past, Robert
Darnton re-creates three historical worlds in which censorship shaped
literary expression in distinctive ways. In eighteenth-century France,
censors, authors, and booksellers collaborated in making literature by
navigating the intricate culture of royal privilege. Even as the king's
censors outlawed works by Voltaire, Rousseau, and other celebrated
Enlightenment writers, the head censor himself incubated Diderot’s
great Encyclopedie by hiding the banned project’s papers in his Paris
townhouse. Relationships at court trumped principle in the Old Regime.
Shaken by the Sepoy uprising in 1857, the British Raj undertook a vast
surveillance of every aspect of Indian life, including its literary output.
Years later the outrage stirred by the British partition of Bengal led the
Raj to put this knowledge to use. Seeking to suppress Indian publications
that it deemed seditious, the British held hearings in which literary
criticism led to prison sentences. Their efforts to meld imperial power
and liberal principle fed a growing Indian opposition. In Communist East
Germany, censorship was a component of the party program to engineer
society. Behind the unmarked office doors of Ninety Clara-Zetkin Street
france-in-the-enlightenment-harvard-historical-studies

in East Berlin, censors developed annual plans for literature in
negotiation with high party officials and prominent writers. A system so
pervasive that it lodged inside the authors’ heads as self-censorship, it
left visible scars in the nation’s literature. By rooting censorship in the
particulars of history, Darnton's revealing study enables us to think more
clearly about efforts to control expression past and present.
Divided by Faith - Benjamin J Kaplan 2009-06-30
Can people coexist in peace when their basic beliefs are irreconcilable?
Kaplan responds by taking us back to early modern Europe, when the
issue of religious toleration was no less pressing than it is today. Divided
by Faith is both history from the bottom up and a much-needed challenge
to our belief in the triumph of reason over faith. This compelling story
reveals that toleration has taken many guises in the past and suggests
that it may well do the same in the future.
The French Revolution and Enlightenment in England, 1789-1832 Seamus Deane 1988
Mariette and the Science of the Connoisseur in EighteenthCentury Europe - Kristel Smentek 2017-07-05
Celebrated connoisseur, drawings collector, print dealer, book publisher
and authority on the art of antiquity, Pierre-Jean Mariette (1694-1774)
was a pivotal figure in the eighteenth-century European art world.
Focusing on the trajectory of Mariette?s career, this book examines the
material practices and social networks through which connoisseurs
forged the idea of art as an object of empirical and historical analysis.
Drawing on significant unpublished archival material as well as on
histories of science, publishing, collecting and display, this book shows
how Mariette and his colleagues? practices of classification and
interpretation of the graphic arts gave rise to new conceptions of artistic
authorship and to a history of art that transcended the biographies of
individual artists. To follow Mariette?s career through the eighteenth
century is to see that art was consolidated as a specialized category of
intellectual inquiry-and that style emerged as its structuring analytic
device-in the overlapping spaces of the collector?s cabinet, the
connoisseur?s portfolio and the dealer?s shop.
A New History of French Literature - Denis Hollier 1994
This splendid introduction to French literature from 842 A.D. to the
present decade is the most imaginative single-volume guide to the
French literary tradition available in English. Conceived for the general
reader, this volume presents French literature not as a simple inventory
of authors or titles, but rather as a historical and cultural field viewed
from a wide array of contemporary critical perspectives. The book
consists of 164 essays by American and European scholars, and covers
the history of French literature from 842 to 1989.
Botanophilia in Eighteenth-Century France - R.L. Williams 2001-10-31
The book describes the innovations that enabled botany, in the
Eighteenth century, to emerge as an independent science, independent
from medicine and herbalism. This encompassed the development of a
reliable system for plant classification and the invention of a
nomenclature that could be universally applied and understood. The key
that enabled Linnaeus to devise his classification system was the
discovery of the sexuality of plants. The book, which is intended for the
educated general reader, proceeds to illustrate how many aspects of
French life were permeated by this revolution in botany between about
1760 to 1815, a botanophilia sometimes inflated into botanomania. The
reader should emerge with a clearer understanding of what the
Enlightenment actually was in contrast to some popular second-hand
ideas today.
Age of Entanglement - Kris Manjapra 2014-01-06
Age of Entanglement explores the patterns of connection linking German
and Indian intellectuals from the nineteenth century to the years after
the Second World War. Kris Manjapra traces the intersecting ideas and
careers of philologists, physicists, poets, economists, and others who
shared ideas, formed networks, and studied one another's worlds.
Moving beyond well-rehearsed critiques of colonialism, this study recasts
modern intellectual history in terms of the knotted intellectual itineraries
of seeming strangers. Collaborations in the sciences, arts, and
humanities produced extraordinary meetings of German and Indian
minds. Meghnad Saha met Albert Einstein, Stella Kramrisch brought the
Bauhaus to Calcutta, and Girindrasekhar Bose began a correspondence
with Sigmund Freud. Rabindranath Tagore traveled to Germany to
recruit scholars for a new university, and Himanshu Rai worked with
Franz Osten to establish movie studios in Bombay. These interactions,
Manjapra argues, evinced shared responses to the hegemony of the
British empire. Germans and Indians hoped to find in one another the
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tools needed to disrupt an Anglocentric world order. As Manjapra
demonstrates, transnational encounters are not inherently progressive.
From Orientalism to Aryanism to scientism, German-Indian
entanglements were neither necessarily liberal nor conventionally
cosmopolitan, often characterized as much by manipulation as by
genuine cooperation.
The French Enlightenment in America - Paul Merrill Spurlin 1984

idea of European unification. Bridging intellectual and political history,
Ghervas draws on the work of philosophers from Abbé de Saint-Pierre,
who wrote an early eighteenth-century plan for perpetual peace, to
Rousseau and Kant, as well as statesmen such as Tsar Alexander I,
Woodrow Wilson, Winston Churchill, Robert Schuman, and Mikhail
Gorbachev. She locates five major conflicts since 1700 that spurred such
visionaries to promote systems of peace in Europe: the War of the
Spanish Succession, the Napoleonic Wars, World War I, World War II,
and the Cold War. Each moment generated a “spirit” of peace among
monarchs, diplomats, democratic leaders, and ordinary citizens. The
engineers of peace progressively constructed mechanisms and
institutions designed to prevent future wars. Arguing for continuities
from the ideals of the Enlightenment, through the nineteenth-century
Concert of Nations, to the institutions of the European Union and
beyond, Conquering Peace illustrates how peace as a value shaped the
idea of a unified Europe long before the EU came into being. Today the
EU is widely criticized as an obstacle to sovereignty and for its
democratic deficit. Seen in the long-range perspective of the history of
peacemaking, however, this European society of states emerges as
something else entirely: a step in the quest for a less violent world.
France in the Enlightenment - Daniel Roche 1998
Explores the social, cultural, and political developments in France in the
period before the Revolution
The Case for Books - Robert Darnton 2009-07-22
The era of the printed book is at a crossroad. E-readers are flooding the
market, books are available to read on cell phones, and companies such
as Google, Amazon, and Apple are competing to command near
monopolistic positions as sellers and dispensers of digital information.
Already, more books have been scanned and digitized than were housed
in the great library in Alexandria. Is the printed book resilient enough to
survive the digital revolution, or will it become obsolete? In this lasting
collection of essays, Robert Darnton—an intellectual pioneer in the field
of this history of the book—lends unique authority to the life, role, and
legacy of the book in society.
Feeding France - E. C. Spary 2014-05-22
Feeding France is the first comprehensive study of the French food
industry in the decades surrounding the French Revolution of 1789.
Though the history of gastronomy and the restaurant have been explored
by scholars, few are aware that France was also one of the first nations
to produce industrial foods. In this time of political and social upheaval,
chemists managed to succeed both as public food experts and as
industrial food manufacturers. This book explores the intersection
between knowledge, practice and commerce which made this new food
expertise possible, and the institutional and experimental culture which
housed it. Ranging from the exigencies of Old Regime bread-making to
the industrial showcasing of gelatine manufacture, Emma Spary rewrites
the history of the French relationship with food to show that
industrialisation and patrimonialism were intimately intertwined.
The Other Enlightenment - Carla Alison Hesse 2001
""The Other Enlightenment" is a masterpiece of analytic clarity and
historical acumen. Focusing on women's writing rather than on
discourses about women, Carla Hesse shows that the French Revolution
provided women with unprecedented access to print culture. Never
again would the number of published women writers sink to prerevolutionary levels. Anyone interested in women's access to bourgeois
modernity will have to read this pathbreaking book."--Toril Moi, author of
"What is a Woman?" "Carla Hesse has given us an astonishing new look
at women's struggle for independent expression and moral autonomy
during the French Revolution and afterward. Denied the political and
civil rights of men, literary women plunged into the expanded world of
publication, answering the men's philosophical treatises with provocative
novels about women's choices and chances. Lively and learned, "The
Other Enlightenment" links women from Madame de Stael to Simone de
Beauvoir in an alternate and daring path to the modern."--Natalie Zemon
Davis, author of "The Return of Martin Guerre" "Hesse takes the history
of women and gender into exciting new territory. She gives women of the
past a chance to talk back, to tell their stories, and to reveal how an
alternative history can be discovered through their writings and even
through the very act of writing. Hesse's groundbreaking evidence about
women writers and their publications is bound to stimulate new work for
years to come. Combining print history with literary and philosophical
analysis, she argues a provocative and important thesis: that the growing
market economy in print offered women new opportunities for self
expression through fiction and for making public claims to moral
autonomy. Women thus managed to define their own worlds, even as

The History Manifesto - Jo Guldi 2014-10-02
How should historians speak truth to power – and why does it matter?
Why is five hundred years better than five months or five years as a
planning horizon? And why is history – especially long-term history – so
essential to understanding the multiple pasts which gave rise to our
conflicted present? The History Manifesto is a call to arms to historians
and everyone interested in the role of history in contemporary society.
Leading historians Jo Guldi and David Armitage identify a recent shift
back to longer-term narratives, following many decades of increasing
specialisation, which they argue is vital for the future of historical
scholarship and how it is communicated. This provocative and thoughtful
book makes an important intervention in the debate about the role of
history and the humanities in a digital age. It will provoke discussion
among policymakers, activists and entrepreneurs as well as ordinary
listeners, viewers, readers, students and teachers. This title is also
available as Open Access.
The Economic Turn - Steven Kaplan 2019-01-16
The mid-eighteenth century witnessed what might be dubbed an
economic turn that resolutely changed the trajectory of world history.
The discipline of economics itself emerged amidst this turn, and it is
frequently traced back to the work of François Quesnay and his school of
Physiocracy. Though lionized by the subsequent historiography of
economics, the theoretical postulates and policy consequences of
Physiocracy were disastrous at the time, resulting in a veritable
subsistence trauma in France. This galvanized relentless and diverse
critiques of the doctrine not only in France but also throughout the
European world that have, hitherto, been largely neglected by scholars.
Though Physiocracy was an integral part of the economic turn, it was
rapidly overcome, both theoretically and practically, with durable and
important consequences for the history of political economy. The
Economic Turn brings together some of the leading historians of that
moment to fundamentally recast our understanding of the origins and
diverse natures of political economy in the Enlightenment.
A Global History of Modern Historiography - Georg G. Iggers 2008
This is the first text on historiography to adopt a comparative, global
perspective on the topic, looking not just at developments in the West
but at the other great historiographical traditions in Asia and the Middle
East, and at more localised historiographical developments elsewhere in
the non-Western world, from Latin America to Sub-Saharan Africa.
Communities of Discourse - Gerhard R Andlinger Professor of Sociology
and Director of the Center for the Study of Religion Robert Wuthnow
1989
Sociologist Robert Wuthnow notes remarkable similarities in the social
conditions surrounding three of the greatest challenges to the status quo
in the development of modern society—the Protestant Reformation, the
Enlightenment, and the rise of Marxist socialism.
The Invention of the Restaurant - Rebecca L. Spang 2020-01-14
As Spang explains, during the 1760s and 1770s, sensitive, self-described
sufferers made public show of their delicacy by going to the new
establishments known as “restaurateurs’ rooms” to sip bouillons. But
these locations soon became sites for extending frugal, politically correct
hospitality and later became symbols of aristocratic greed.
Music and the French Enlightenment - Cynthia Verba 2017
"Prompted by controversial views of the composer-theorist Jean-Philippe
Rameau, the leading figures of the French Enlightenment engaged in a
vigorous philosophical debate about the nature of music. Their dialogue
was one of extraordinary depth and richness, and dealth with some of the
most fundamental issues of the French Enlightenment. In the newly
revised edition of 'Music and the French Enlightenment', Cynthia Verba
updates this fascinating story with the prolific scholarship that has
emerged since the book was first published." -- rear cover.
Conquering Peace - Stella Ghervas 2021-03-30
A bold new look at war and diplomacy in Europe that traces the idea of a
unified continent in attempts since the eighteenth century to engineer
lasting peace. Political peace in Europe has historically been elusive and
ephemeral. Stella Ghervas shows that since the eighteenth century,
European thinkers and leaders in pursuit of lasting peace fostered the
france-in-the-enlightenment-harvard-historical-studies
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their public and private lives were legally subjugated to those of their
fathers and husbands."--Lynn Hunt, University of California, Los Angeles
"Hesse combines an insightful reading of key figures in the history of
French women's letters with an astute understanding of the role of print
culture in the making of modern society. She has produced a highly
readable, extremely persuasive book. Against those who see the rise of
modern society as erecting barriers to women's full equality and
independence, Hesse finds cause for greater optimism."--Joan B. Landes,
Pennsylvania State University "This book is a long-awaited tour-de-force
by a major historian. It is sure to become an instant and enduring classic
in French history and literary studies, a provocative and compelling
argument to be reckoned with by anyone concerned about the
possibilities for female subjectivity and women's full participation in
modern Western culture and public life."--Margaret Waller, Pomona
College
Sculpture and Enlightenment - Erika Naginski 2009
This volume explores the ways in which the aesthetics of public art were
affected by the social, political, and cultural changes of the
Enlightenment.
Mesmerism and the End of the Enlightenment in France - Robert
Darnton 1968
Early in 1788, Franz Anton Mesmer arrived in Paris and began to
promulgate an exotic theory of healing that almost immediately seized
the imagination of the general populace. Robert Darnton's lively study
provides a useful contribution to the study of popular culture and the
manner in which ideas are diffused down through various social levels.
Into Print - George Charles Walton 2011
"A collection of essays examining how print culture shaped the legacy of
the Enlightenment. Explores the challenges, contradictions, and
dilemmas modern European societies have encountered since the
eighteenth century in trying to define, spread, and realize Enlightenment
ideas and values"--Provided by publisher.
Revolutionary Commerce - Paul Cheney 2010-03-16
Combining the intellectual history of the Enlightenment, Atlantic history,
and the history of the French Revolution, Paul Cheney explores the
political economy of globalization in eighteenth-century France. The
discovery of the New World and the rise of Europe's Atlantic economy
brought unprecedented wealth. It also reordered the political balance
among European states and threatened age-old social hierarchies within
them. In this charged context, the French developed a "science of
commerce" that aimed to benefit from this new wealth while containing
its revolutionary effects. Montesquieu became a towering authority
among reformist economic and political thinkers by developing a politics
of fusion intended to reconcile France's aristocratic society and
monarchical state with the needs and risks of international commerce.
The Seven Years' War proved the weakness of this model, and after this
watershed reforms that could guarantee shared prosperity at home and
in the colonies remained elusive. Once the Revolution broke out in 1789,
the contradictions that attended the growth of France's Atlantic economy
helped to bring down the constitutional monarchy. Drawing upon the
writings of philosophes, diplomats, consuls of commerce, and merchants,
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Cheney rewrites the history of political economy in the Enlightenment
era and provides a new interpretation of the relationship between
capitalism and the French Revolution.
French Historical Studies - 1958
Enlightenment and Political Fiction - Cecilia Miller 2016-03-22
The easy accessibility of political fiction in the long eighteenth century
made it possible for any reader or listener to enter into the intellectual
debates of the time, as much of the core of modern political and
economic theory was to be found first in the fiction, not the theory, of
this age. Amusingly, many of these abstract ideas were presented for the
first time in stories featuring less-than-gifted central characters. The five
particular works of fiction examined here, which this book takes as
embodying the core of the Enlightenment, focus more on the individual
than on social group. Nevertheless, in these same works of fiction, this
individual has responsibilities as well as rights—and these
responsibilities and rights apply to every individual, across the board,
regardless of social class, financial status, race, age, or gender. Unlike
studies of the Enlightenment which focus only on theory and nonfiction,
this study of fiction makes evident that there was a vibrant concern for
the constructive as well as destructive aspects of emotion during the
Enlightenment, rather than an exclusive concern for rationality.
In Search of Humanity - Alfred Cobban 2018-12-01
First published in 1960, In Search of Humanity: The Role of the
Enlightenment in Modern History represents an analysis of the decline of
moral and political standards in the 20th century in light of their
development during the 17th and 18th centuries. Professor Alfred
Cobban not only provides a thorough and comprehensible overview of
the political ideas of the Enlightenment thinkers, but also illustrates how
these ideas are relevant for our own age. Along with discussing the
general tenets of the Enlightenment, Prof. Cobban also attempts to
demystify some of the myths surrounding the impact that the
Enlightenment had on the French Revolution, and political philosophy
thereafter. Professor Cobban gives a clear outline of the profoundly
classical liberal nature of the Enlightenment, which is the basis of the
“humanity” he seeks to re-discover, treasure and cherish. Anyone
intending to defend classical liberalism in our time should take heed of
the ideas espoused in this book.
The Literary Underground of the Old Regime - Robert Darnton 1982
Examines the eighteenth-century French writers, publishers, and
booksellers, who avoided official censorship, influenced public opinion,
and affected the development of the French Revolution
Becoming a Woman in the Age of Letters - Dena Goodman 2009
In 18th century France, letter writing became extremely fashionable,
particularly amongst women. In this work, Dena Goodman opens up the
world of these women though the letters which they wrote.
Concentrating on the letters of four women from different social
backgrounds, she shows how they came to womanhood through their
writing.
The Politics and Poetics of History in the French Revolution,
1787-1794 - Joseph John Zizek 1995
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